This thesis deals with mathematical and physical aspects of deterministic freak wave generation in a hydrodynamic laboratory. We adopt the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation as a mathematical model for the evolution of the surface gravity wave packet envelopes. As predicted theoretically and observed experimentally by Benjamin and Feir (1967), Stokes waves on deep water are unstable under a sideband modulation. The plane-wave solution of the NLS equation, which represents the fundamental component of the Stokes wave, experiences a similar modulational instability under the linear perturbation theory. A nonlinear extension for this perturbed wave is given by the family of Soliton on Finite Background (SFB), where an exact expression is available and can be derived analytically by several techniques. We discuss the characteristics of the SFB family as a prime candidate for freak wave events. The corresponding physical wave field exhibits intriguing phenomena of wavefront dislocation and phase singularity.
Introduction
This Master thesis is the preparatory stage for the PhD project 'Prediction and generation of deterministic extreme waves in hydrodynamic laboratories'. The term 'extreme waves' refers to very high amplitude and very steep waves, whose heights exceed a factor of 2.2 times the significant wave height of a measured wave train (see for example [3] ). Such waves are also described as 'freak waves', 'rogue waves', or 'giant waves'. According to [14] , these are rare events in nonlinear gravity waves which occasionally rise to surprising heights (as compared to linear theory of Gaussian random processes) above the background wave field. Freak waves occur in bad weather conditions when the average wave height is high and several big waves come together to create a 'monster'. Detailed knowledge about their appearance is not yet available, but in the literature four main reasons are described:
(1) wave-current interaction: when wind pushes against a strong current (e.g. in South Africa);
(2) wave-bathymetry interaction: when a shallow sea bottom focuses waves to one spot (e.g. in Norway);
(3) extreme wave statistics: by chance (1 in 10,000-year statistic, according to the linear theory of Gaussian random processes); and (4) wave nonlinearity: when waves become unstable and start to self-focus.
(See the programme summary of 'Freak Wave' in [19, 20] .)
In this thesis, we focus on mathematical modelling of the extreme waves and interpretation of the mathematical results into a physical situation at sea. One specific model for describing envelope surface waves is the Nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation. This equation (or higher-order extensions) can describe many of the features of the dynamics of extreme waves, which are thought to arise as a result of a modulational instability phenomenon. This process appears in many nonlinear wave systems when a monochromatic (plane) wave is perturbed. Because of this instability, small amplitude perturbations grow rapidly under the combined effects of nonlinearity and dispersion [9] . In Chapter 2, * we consider one example of the modulational instability phenomenon. We analyze the evolution of the wave group envelope, using both linear and nonlinear theories. Linear theory predicts exponential growth of the amplitude when certain conditions are satisfied-the Benjamin-Feir (BF) instability [16] . However, when the amplitude becomes large, higher-order nonlinear effects must be taken into account, that, as it turns out, will prevent further exponential growth. To investigate this growth in detail, we study a nonlinear model of BF instability in the NLS regime, namely the Soliton on Finite Background (SFB). It is found that in the range of instability, the maximum amplitude amplification factor can reach at most three times of the initial amplitude. A similar NLS solution obtained using the 'inverse scattering transform' is also considered in [14] , with amplitude amplification factor 2.4.
In Chapter 3, * * we study the physical wave profile that describes the surface elevation of the waves. It is found that the physical wave profiles corresponding to SFB of the NLS equation have a wave dislocation phenomenon for perturbation wavenumbers smaller than a certain critical value in the instability region. Eventually, the appearance of wave dislocations is related to the real amplitude having zeros at time t = 0. The corresponding trajectories in the dispersion plane of the local wavenumber and the local frequency show phase singularities. Furthermore, we derive the phase-amplitude equations for the NLS equation which are coupled relations between the phase and the amplitude. The phase equation is known as the nonlinear dispersion relation and the amplitude equation is related to the wave action conservation equation. It is observed that vanishing of the amplitude is related to the phase singularity and that the focusing effect between the wave dislocations leads to large amplitude amplifications.
In Chapter 4, we give a motivation for studying wave group interaction; the relation among bi-harmonic, positively modulated bi-harmonic, and Benjamin-Feir modulated wave groups, as well as their properties. We also present an overview of some papers discussing the occurrence of extreme waves in the random oceanic sea.
Several conclusions are given in Chapter 5, some open problems and future research are given in Chapter 6. * This chapter can also be found in [8] .
* * This chapter is also part of [6] .
Chapter 2
Benjamin-Feir Instability and Soliton on Finite Background 2.1 Modelling of Wave Envelopes
Linear Theory
In the linear theory of water waves, we can restrict the analysis of a surface elevation η(x, t) to a one-mode solution of the form η(x, t) = a e i(kx−ωt) + c.c. (complex conjugate), where a is constant amplitude, k is wavenumber, and ω is frequency.
Then a general solution is a superposition of one-mode solutions. For surface waves on water of constant depth h measured from the still water level, the parameters k and ω are related by the following linear dispersion relation [4] :
where g is the gravitational acceleration. We also write the linear dispersion relation
as ω ≡ Ω(k) = k g tanh k h k . This dispersion relation can be derived from the linearized equations of the full set of equations for water waves. The phase velocity is defined as Ω(k) k and the group velocity is defined as dΩ dk = Ω (k). Since the linear wave system has elementary solutions of the form e i (k x−Ω(k) t) , it is often convenient to write the general solution of an initial value problem as an integral of its Fourier components [16] :
where α(k) is the Fourier transform of η(x, 0). Writing the dispersion relation Ω(k) as a power series (Taylor expansion) about a fixed wavenumber k 0 and neglecting O(κ 3 ) terms, we find
where β = − 1 2 Ω (k 0 ). Let us define k = k 0 + κ, τ = t, and ξ = x − Ω (k 0 ) t. Then equation (2.2) can be written like
Denoting the integral in (2.4) with ψ(ξ, τ ), we find that ψ(ξ, τ ) satisfies
This is the linear Schrödinger equation for narrow-banded spectra. Equation (2.5) is a partial differential equation that describes the time evolution of the envelope of a linear wave packet [16] . Equation (2.5) has a monochromatic mode solution
Nonlinear Theory
Assuming narrow-banded spectra, we consider the wave elevation in the following
a complex-valued function (called the complex amplitude), k 0 and ω 0 are central wavenumber and frequency, respectively. The 'physical' variables x and t represent the spatial and temporal variables, respectively. The evolution of the wave elevation is a weakly nonlinear deformation of a nearly harmonic wave with the fixed wavenumber k 0 . If we substitute η to the equations which describe the physical motion of the water waves (see below), then one finds that the complex amplitude ψ(ξ, τ ) satisfies the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation.
As an example, the NLS equation can be derived from the modified KdV equation
where β and γ depend only on k 0 :
7) * In our paper [8] , we used the NLS equation with a different factor i = √ −1. Therefore, the coefficients β and γ here have the opposite signs compared to the corresponding coefficients in [8] .
, (2.8) where ω = Ω(k) is the linear dispersion relation [5] . This equation arose as a model for packets of waves on deep water.
There are two types of NLS equations:
• If β and γ have the same sign, i.e., β γ > 0, then (2.6) is called the focusing NLS equation (an attractive nonlinearity, modulationally unstable [Benjamin-Feir instability]) [17] .
• If β and γ have a different sign, i.e., β γ < 0, then (2.6) is called the de-focusing NLS equation (a repulsive nonlinearity, stable solution) [17] .
The wavenumber k crit , for which β γ = 0 holds, is called the critical wavenumber In physical variables, the surface wave elevation is given as η(x, t) = 2 r 0 cos (k 0 x − ω 0 t−γr 2 0 t). Note that the corresponding phase velocity is
is a special case of the 'nonlinear dispersion relation'. In the following section, we analyze the stability of this plane-wave solution.
Benjamin-Feir Instability
To investigate the instability of the NLS plane-wave solution, we perturb the ξindependent function A(τ ) with a small perturbation of the form (ξ, τ ) = A(τ ) B(ξ, τ ).
We look for the cases where under a small perturbation the amplitude of the planewave solution grows in time [4] :
(2.10)
Substituting (2.10) into (2.6), and ignoring nonlinear terms we obtain the linearized NLS equation:
We seek the solutions of (2.11) in the form
where B 1 , B 2 ∈ C, k 0 + κ is the local wavenumber, κ is perturbation wavenumber * , and σ ∈ C is called the growth rate. If Re (σ) > 0, then the perturbed solution of the NLS equation grows exponentially. This is the criterion for the so-called Benjamin-Feir instability of a one-wave mode with perturbation wavenumber κ [4] .
Substituting the function B(ξ, τ ) in (2.12) into (2.11) yields a pair of coupled equations that can be written in matrix form as follows
A nontrivial solution to (2.13) can exist only if the determinant of the left-hand side matrix is zero. This condition reads as follows
We have the following cases:
• The growth rate σ is real and positive if κ 2 < 2 γ β r 2 0 . This corresponds to Benjamin-Feir instability. For these values of κ, the perturbation amplitude is exponentially amplified in time [4] .
• The growth rate σ is purely imaginary if κ 2 > 2 γ β r 2 0 . This corresponds to a plane-wave solution that has a bound amplitude for all time [4] .
Thus, the range of instability is given by
It is easy to find that the 'strongest' instability occurs at κ max = γ β r 0 , where the maximum growth rate is σ max = γ r 2 0 . Figure 2 .1 shows the plot of growth rate σ as a function of perturbation wavenumber κ for r 0 = β = γ = 1.
We can write the solution of the linearized NLS equation as
Since this solution is obtained from the linearized NLS equation, it is only valid if amplitudes are small. When the time is increased, * In our paper [8] , we also called the perturbation wavenumber as the modulation wavenumber. the amplitude increases exponentially and the linearized theory becomes invalid.
Therefore, we cannot use the solution from the linearized equation to investigate the behavior of the maximum amplitude increase due to the Benjamin-Feir instability.
Fortunately, there exists an exact solution to the NLS equation that describes the exact behavior of the wave profile and corresponds to the Benjamin-Feir instability.
Soliton on Finite Background
In this section, we investigate the relation between the maximum amplitude of a certain solution of the NLS equation and the perturbation wavenumber κ in the instability interval. Suppose that ψ( ξ, τ ) satisfies the NLS equation, then by scaling the variables ξ and τ and also ψ itself using the relation
we get the normalized NLS equation for ψ. An exact solution, the so-called soliton on finite background (SFB) * of the NLS equation is given by [1] :
The formula for the SFB in nonnormalized form can be found in Appendix A. * This SFB sometimes also called the second most important solution of the NLS equation.
Another author [15] calls it the rogue wave solution.
Now consider the SFB in normalized form (2.18) . For κ = 1, we have In the following, we analyze the solution (2.18) in detail. The behavior for this SFB as τ → ±∞ is given by Next, let us find the relation between the maximum amplitude of the exact solution (2.18) with perturbation wavenumber κ, where 0 < κ < √ 2. The maximum value of the complex amplitude is at ξ ≡ 0 (mod 2π) and when τ = 0. So, we have
(2.26)
Using the approximation √ 1 + a ≈ 1 + 1 2 a for small a, and apply it to our formula (a = − 1 2 κ 2 ), we obtain
As a result, the maximum factor of the amplitude amplification is is the real-valued amplitude and θ(x, t) is the real-valued phase. The physical wave profile is given by the elevation of the surface wave
where Ω(k) is the linear dispersion relation and Φ(
We define the local wavenumber k(x, t) and local frequency ω(x, t) related to the phase Φ(x, t):
The complete expressions for these quantities can be found in Appendix A. The critical perturbation wavenumber, κ crit , is defined as a value when the realvalued amplitude has zeros for the last time when κ is increasing. It is found that the real-valued amplitude has zeros for 0 < κ ≤ κ crit and strictly positive for
The critical perturbation wavenumber κ crit = 3 2 .
Proof.
In this proof we will derive the value for κ crit . This critical value is attained when a(x, 0) = 0 and at the same position the local minimum is also reached. Therefore, we have to find x 0 such that a(x 0 , 0) = 0 and ∂ x a(x 0 , 0) = 0. The real-valued amplitude a at t = 0 reads a(x, 0) = r 0
(3.5) * The same observation also can be found in steepness, defined as the multiplication of real-valued amplitude a and the local wavenumber k. Dr. Andonowati and her PhD students in Bandung, Indonesia found the same phenomenon in the steepness.
By writing the numerator part as |f (x)| = [f (x)] 2 and the denominator part as g(x), then the first derivative with respect to x reads
where f (x) = 0 and g(x) = 0. For f (x) > 0, the fraction f (x)/|f (x)| = 1; and for f (x) < 0, the fraction f (x)/|f (x)| = −1. Therefore, the first derivative above turns
To find the extremum means to find zeros of the first derivative of the steepness,
which leads into f (x)g(x) = f (x)g (x). By finding zeros for this relation, we have
The minimum values are reached when n is odd, and thus the zeros turn into
Now substitute x 0 into (3.5) to obtain a(x 0 , 0) = 0:
a(x 0 , 0) = r 0
For m ∈ Z, cos[(2m + 1) x] = −1, so the denominator in (3.10) is nonzero and remains to solve
By squaring the equation and solving the equation for κ, we obtain κ crit = 3 2 . The corresponding real-valued amplitude for the physical wave profile SFB of NLS with different perturbation wavenumber κ, including κ crit (the red plot) can be seen in Figure 3 .2. Notice also that the longer perturbation wavelength (corresponding to a smaller value of κ), the higher real-valued amplitude we have, leads to greater amplitude amplification factor. The wave profile for short perturbation wavelength (corresponding to 3/2 < κ < √ 2), does not give any wave dislocation but it is similar to a periodic wave train. The amplitude amplification factor for κ crit is 2, as visible in Figure 3 .2 (bottom left). The wave dislocation phenomenon is happening when at a specific position and specific time two waves are merging into one wave or one wave is splitting into two waves. This phenomenon, as can be seen in Figure 3 
Phase-Amplitude Equations for the NLS Equation
To find the phase-amplitude (PA) equations for the NLS equation, we substitute ψ(x, t) = a(x, t) e i θ(x,t) to equation (3.1), where a(x, t) and θ(x, t) being real-valued functions. We end up with the expression ∂a ∂t
This leads to PA equation: [17] P :
From this formulation, we can see that there is a coupling between the phase and the amplitude. 
Consider the phase equation and substitute
Multiplying the equation with a, substitute V 0 = Ω (k 0 ), β = − 1 2 Ω (k 0 ), and ∂ x θ = k − k 0 , we have the following expression For the physical wave profile of SFB, the local wavenumber and local frequency are not constant (see Appendix A) and in fact, produce large variations in the dispersion mismatch. In the linear systems, or for small amplitude waves in the nonlinear model, this corresponds to the almost vanishing of the denominator of the first term in the right-hand side in (3.15), i.e., β∂ 2 x a/a, when the profile differs from a pure sinusoidal and shifts the phase lines near wave dislocations. This is clearly seen in the plot of Figure 3 .4 which shows at various instants of time near the critical time t = 0 the real wave profile and the amplitude (dashed). Notice that when t = 0, the amplitude vanishes at x = π/2, leading to the singular behavior observed in the dispersion plots above also (see Figure 3 .3). Therefore, we have the phase singularity phenomenon. In the nonlinear case, the focusing effect in between wave dislocations is enforced by the term γE in the phase equation, leading to the large amplitude amplification. 
Chapter 4
Extreme Waves in Perspective
Bi-harmonic Wave Group Interaction
In the previous two chapters, we have seen phenomena of wave group evolution that lead to extreme waves. One simple example of a wave group is bi-harmonic * wave group. This wave group is obtained by a linear superposition of two harmonic waves.
The superposition of the same amplitude but different wavenumber or frequency produces a beat pattern. Now in this section, we will give a brief overview of wave group interaction.
There are many references discussing soliton interaction, but specifically, we want to learn about the interaction of two bi-harmonic waves. For this purpose, we take the special case of two bi-harmonics with the same carrier wavelength. One example is given in Figure 4 This two bi-harmonic interaction is the linear superposition of four harmonic waves with four different wavenumbers and frequencies but with the special case that the two bi-harmonics have the same carrier wavelength. From the figure, we can see that apart from the envelope of the actual wave profile, we also have an envelope of the envelope. However, to determine the wavelength of the envelope or the envelope of the envelope is not arbitrary. It depends on the values of wavenumbers we choose.
If the ratio of the envelope wavelength between the first and the second bi-harmonic is a rational number, then the envelope wavelength is the least common multiple of both these envelope wavelengths.
Bi-harmonic, Positively Modulated

Bi-harmonic, and Benjamin-Feir
In this section, we want to compare the bi-harmonic (BH) wave group, positively modulated bi-harmonic (mod-BH) wave group, and Benjamin-Feir (BF) wave group.
As already discussed in the previous section, the BH wave group can be obtained from the linear superposition of two sinusoidal waves with different wavenumbers or frequencies. However, we can write this wave group in two different representations, as an initial value problem, or as a signaling problem. In this section, we will use the latter. The signal of the BH wave group is given by
2)
'envelope' carrier whereω = 1 2 (ω 1 + ω 2 ) and µ = 1 2 |ω 1 − ω 2 |. From (4.2), it is observed that the BH wave group can be interpreted as a carrier wave cosωt modulated by an envelope wave 2q cos µt. The spectrum of the BH consists of two distinct frequencies ω 1 = ω − ν and ω 2 =ω + ν, with the same amplitude q. Moreover, as we will see in the next paragraph for another type of wave group, the carrier wave of this BH wave group remains a smooth function and does not make a phase jump at the zero crossings of the so-called 'envelope' BH. The evolution of the BH wave group as an initial signal of the 'modified' KdV equation is discussed in detail by Cahyono [2] . The author uses a perturbation technique using series expansion.
The thesis also motivates understanding of envelope deformations appearance and amplitude increase, as reported numerically in [18] .
We know that the so-called 'envelope' function of the BH wave group in (4.2) is not always positive and therefore we must be careful to interpret this so-called 'envelope' as an envelope of a wave group. We suggest to interpret the absolute value of the function as the envelope, and as a consequence, we have a non-negative envelope. It is referred to in [18] that the BH wave group with a non-negative envelope as a positively modulated bi-harmonic wave group, or in short, mod-BH.
The signal of mod-BH wave group is given by
This signal is different from the BH wave group by a sign jump (or equivalently phase jump of π) of the carrier wave at the zero crossings of the so-called 'envelope'
BH. The numerical simulation has been studied by Westhuis [18] , and there are some differences. Firstly, the mod-BH wave group propagates slightly faster than the BH wave group. Secondly, the wave heights due to the mod-BH wave group are a fraction higher than the BH wave group. Although there are some differences, the simulations also indicate that the evolution of the mod-BH and the BH are similar in the sense that both experience envelope deformation and amplitude increase. The spectrum of the mod-BH has most of its energy at the central frequencyω and in sidebandsω ± µ.
Furthermore, another signal that also has a spectrum with three distinct frequencies is a regular wave modulated by two symmetrical sidebands. We call this signal as Benjamin-Feir (BF) wave group signal, with the central frequencyω and side bands frequenciesω ± ν. In 1967, Benjamin and Feir showed that these modulations are unstable and will grow exponentially in time [4] . Notice also that we take the BF wave group and study its evolution as our model for extreme wave generation (see Chapter 2) . The signal can be formulated as follows:
η BF (0, t) = q (1 + cos νt) · cosωt, (4.4) where is a small perturbation. For the special (extreme) case of BF wave, when ν = 2 µ and = 1, the signal (4.4) can be written as η BF (0, t) = q (1 + cos 2µt) · cosωt (4.5) = 2q cos 2 µt · cosωt. (4.6)
From this expression, we can see that there exists a relation between the extreme case BF and the mod-BH since both of them have the same carrier wave but a different envelope. We know from Chapter 2 that the nonlinear evolution of BF wave can be described by the Soliton on Finite Background of the NLS equation, and Chapter 3
shows that BF has phase singularity. According to the BF instability, the BH (and also mod-BH) will not grow if (µ/ω)/(kq) > √ 2, but Westhuis [18] shows by numerical calculation that the growing sidebands is present for the BH. Therefore, the BF and mod-BH wave groups have different behavior in the instability. (JONSWAP) power spectrum [11] [12] [13] . The spectrum is given by the formula
Extreme Waves in a Random Sea
where σ 0 = 0.07 if f ≤ f 0 and σ 0 = 0.09 if f > f 0 . This spectrum has a dominant frequency f 0 , and two parameters: 'enhancement' coefficient γ and Phillips parameter α. As γ increases, the spectrum becomes higher and narrower around the spectral peak. In Figure 4 From numerical simulations using random-wave initial conditions characterized by the JONSWAP power spectrum, it is found that for increasing parameters in the spectrum (the 'enhancement' coefficient and Phillips parameter), the effects of nonlinearity become more important, leading to the occurrence of extreme waves.
The same result is also shown in [12] numerically: extreme waves in a random sea state are more likely to occur for large values of the parameters in the spectrum.
Furthermore, Onorato et al. [13] continue to investigate the appearance of extreme waves from the two-dimensional NLS equation, as considered in [14] . The authors study a more realistic case characterized by the JONSWAP spectrum for a directional wave train, while at the same time extending the order of the simulations.
To investigate many of the effects of directional spreading on the generation of extreme waves, the authors choose to study higher-order formulation that shares many properties of the Zakharov equation, the so-called 'generalized Dysthe equation'.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, we only examine one particular model to understand several aspects of the 'Extreme Waves' project. We studied that under very long perturbation, the uniform wave train can linearly grow in time, leads into modulational instability phenomenon, in this case, the Benjamin-Feir (BF) instability. However, the nonlinear effect will bind this exponential growth, as described by an exact solution of the NLS equation, namely the Soliton on Finite Background (SFB).
We also showed that the maximum factor of amplitude amplification due to the BF instability can become as large as a factor of three. This amplitude amplification factor does not depend on the growth rate of the BF instability, but it grows monotonically for increasing the perturbation wavelength. Furthermore, the SFB physical wave profile of the NLS equation shows the wave dislocation phenomenon for κ < 3/2. This phenomenon can be observed when at a specific position and specific time two waves are merging into one wave or one wave is splitting into two waves.
This phenomenon also related to another phenomenon, i.e., the phase singularity.
The phase singularity happens when the local wavenumber and the local frequency become unbounded when the wave amplitude vanishes. The trajectories of the local wavenumber and the local frequency in the dispersion plane depicted the singular behavior. It is also found that the wave dislocation phenomenon does not happens for all perturbation wavenumber κ but only for 0 < κ < κ crit , where κ crit = 3/2 for the normalized SFB.
From the overview of extreme waves in random oceanic sea state, we learn that the JONSWAP power spectrum as an initial condition with large values of parameters will support the occurrence of extreme waves generation. Moreover, from several models that they take for extreme wave generation, it is obtained that the maxi-mum amplitude amplification is also three although some numerical results can give a factor larger than three. Therefore, we conclude that no matter what appropriate models we choose for extreme wave generation, we will get a factor three for amplitude amplification.
Chapter 6
Open Problems and Future
Research
• We already know that for our NLS equation model, the maximum amplitude amplification factor can reach the value three. As shown in [11] , even by taking some other models, the 'Inverse Scattering' theory and the 'Dysthe-Lo-Mei' (DLM) equation, the factor cannot exceed the number of three. We want to
show by other models that the maximum amplitude amplification factor will also three.
• To search the relationship between the amplitude amplification factor and the breaking phenomenon. In nature, some of the waves would break before they reach the maximum amplitude. Therefore, it is difficult to observe the maximum amplitude amplification factor in hydrodynamic laboratories.
• The PhD thesis [2] has studied the evolution of the bi-harmonic wave group based on the 'modified' KdV equation. We want to study the evolution of two bi-harmonic wave groups based on this equation or other models. with ξ = x − Ω (k 0 )t and τ = t.
Appendix
